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A smart stadium is a win-win
The “live” experience of attending a sporting event or concert used to be more difficult to replicate.
But an increasingly improved at-home digital experience with myriad replay angles, expanded
coverage and easy access to food and beverages means that stadiums need to enhance the
in-stadium digital experience in order to get fans to the venue. Add to that a younger, technologysavvy fan base who expect to be able to connect to the internet, social media, upload photos,
and share their stadium experience with friends instantaneously, and the connected venue is a
requirement. Now more than ever, a great seat is all about having the right connections.
Sports teams are embracing technology as a way to improve fan experience and increase the
team’s bottom line. By leveraging customer data gathered on every fan touchpoint — from
parking patterns to ticketing to concessions — venue operators can find more ways to enhance
the experience and boost revenue through new offerings. And an integrated infrastructure of all
systems — building, IT, business, sports and entertainment — is necessary to realize the operational
benefits that make venues more energy-efficient and adaptable.
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Today, the game is won with speed
and agility
Technology is changing so fast that stadiums need to
build with a future-ready infrastructure to support future
innovations. Stadiums that are smart today will unlikely
be so five years from now. To create a better, smarter,
more sustainable venue requires knowing how to leverage
technology from the beginning phase of your project.
Implementing a building wide systems integration plan as
part of your new construction, retrofit or technology refresh
project ensures building, business and specialty systems
function as a single entity. And this can help use project
dollars more effectively, reduce risk, prioritize technology
requirements now and in the future, and deliver an
environment that augments the in-stadium fan experience
without sacrificing venue sustainability.

Our process is a whole new ballgame
Through Technology Contracting™ we act as a single point
of responsibility for managing integration, installation and
service. This coordinated approach also lays the groundwork
for future systems integration, ensuring the connected
venue has the flexibility to support changes in operations,
sustainability requirements and a fully immersive fan
experience.

Winning as a team
Since 2003, we’ve brought the benefits of building wide
systems integration to sports and entertainment venues
across the globe, using our strategic technology integration
expertise to assist in the design and delivery of smarter
facilities and a better fan experience at a lower cost. And as
the world’s largest supplier of commercial building services,
HVAC equipment, security, fire, and building control systems,
Johnson Controls has a presence in more than 45 percent of
professional North American venues.
Let our building wide systems integration experts help you
achieve the smart, safe, operationally efficient, fan-centered
environment you want. Because, when the stadium is smart,
it’s a whole new ballgame.
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ENGINEER GENIUS INTO
YOUR STADIUM’S DNA

